Opinion

Letters

Don’t treat people this way
There are other
Zimbabweans too
S

IX years ago, at the time of the election which ended three
centuries of white rule in South Africa, a public forum was
held at the Hakoah Club to discuss the implications of the
watershed event.
One of the speakers was the representative of the African
National Congress, which was in the process of taking power. A
member of the community asked what the government would do to
curb the epidemic of urban violence which had come widespread
in South Africa. His reply was swift and unforgiving. “Suddenly, it’s
become an issue for you,” he said. “Suddenly, because the violence
is now affecting the white areas, it’s a problem for whites. But for
years, vast numbers of blacks have been dying because of urban
violence, and no-one said anything. It wasn’t an issue before.”
A similar scenario has developed in relation to South Africa’s
neighbour, Zimbabwe — with direct implications for Australia.
Tragically, but with a momentum which appears to be all but
unstoppable, Zimbabwe is on a downward spiral, its social systems
gradually collapsing. It suffers from shortages of necessities such
as fuel and staple foods, while inflation is running at 70 percent and
unemployment not much lower. Endemic corruption has seen total
erosion in confidence in the government, not to mention in ability
to manage the economy. And exacerbating its financial malaise is
its military adventurism in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
where Zimbabwe has 11,000 troops propping up President Laurent
Kabila’s government.
Ostensibly, the issue which has sparked the current crisis and
spate of murders is land — the push for redistribution of rural land.
An entirely legitimate claim, it is the legacy of white colonialism,
which dates back to 1890, when white settlers first arrived and discriminatory segregation of farming land began to take place, with
the government lending money to whites to purchase and develop
land, but not extending the same assistance to blacks. As a result,
4000 whites out of a population of 12 million — 98 percent of whom
are black — today occupy the overwhelming bulk of the country’s
arable land. Clearly, an orderly and just redistribution of land is
needed — but not one which would destroy the single greatest
source of foreign exchange Zimbabwe has, which the current land
seizures are threatening to do.
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ut there is another factor which is adding fuel to this fall-out
from the country’s race-based history, and that is President
Robert Mugabe’s awareness that disillusion with his authoritarian regime is growing, and not only among whites. As a result,
he has resorted to desperate measures, such as encouraging the
land grabs, as a means of effectively bribing black voters to keep
them on side. His hostile rhetoric, such as describing white farmers as “enemies of the state” — a licence to kill, if one were needed
— has inflamed the level of violence against white farmers, and various governments around the world, Canberra included, have been
quick to respond with the suggestion that they may offer refugee
places to farmers in need.
It is an appropriate response, in keeping with the premium which
Australia places on humanitarianism and on the principle of the
brotherhood of man. But there are other issues too. Not to put too
fine a point on it, there are other Zimbabweans too. Returning to
the point made by the ANC representative at Hakoah Club six years
ago, there are other Zimbabweans who have been suffering, who
have been exploited by racism and corruption, who have been losing lives. Black Zimbabweans. Employees of the white farmers.
Urban blacks who support, or are suspected of supporting, the
Movement for Democratic Change, which seeks to topple Mugabe
at the ballot-box at the next election. Why have we not responded
to their plight too, with equal readiness to offer them refuge? Why
is it only now that the white farmers are under threat that the crisis in Zimbabwe has become an issue?
The forced repatriation of Kosovar refugees last month stands as
a blemish on Australia’s human rights record. They have returned
to a country in which 60,000 houses were destroyed in last year’s
war, where disease is rampant, jobs are scarce and the ethnic tension is as rife as it was when the atrocities broke out. The government also recently returned East Timorese refugees to a country
which has scarcely had time to begin rebuilding its destroyed infrastructure after it was pillaged by the Indonesian militia.
Yet we now have comments made by Western Australian Premier
Richard Court, that white Zimbabwean farmers should be brought
in because they would fit in well; and by Liberal Senator Ross
Lightfoot that only the white farmers should be let in, and that the
same rights should not be accorded to Zimbabwean blacks.
There is a humanitarian issue at stake here. If we are to extend a
helping hand to Zimbabweans, it has to be on that basis. No other.
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WE are writing to express concern
regarding an incident that occurred
at Central Synagogue at the recent
rally for the 13 Iranian Jews.
A friend of the eastern suburbs
Christian community who is
involved in all kinds of humanitarian activities was invited to attend
this rally at a previous evening
organised by the NSW Council of
Christians and Jews, where Rabbi
Allison Conyer made a presentation on the significance of seder
night. At the conclusion of the
function, Rabbi Conyer invited
those present to support the rally,
and handed out a flier with details
of the event.
On arrival at the rally, this lady,

The Beth Din
AS much as a I respect and admire
Rabbi Raymond Apple, I must take
issue with his OzTorah comments
(AJN 21/4/00). If the Beth Din was
concerned with press responsibility, it could have written to the AJN’s
editor.
The fact that comments regarding
press responsibility and rabbinically-acceptable issues have been
made by the Beth Din, without the
matter having been heard, reflects
on its impartiality.
Moses was not a rabbi, and no
rabbi is a Moses; the rabbinate
came into existence after the
destruction of the Second Temple.
In any case, the “chain of tradition”
extends to Reform rabbis as much
as it does to Orthodox rabbis, and
they take a more compassionate
stance to homosexuals. If the majority of the community accepts homosexuals, rabbis need to re-interpret
Torah on this issue, as was done
long ago with disobedient sons and
wives suspected of adultery.
Paul Winter
Darlinghurst

Grave mistake
IT is interesting to note that the
Torah Portion read after Pesach this
year was Acharei. It is here where
the prohibition against homosexual
relations occurs.
The verse prohibiting homosexual relations is directly preceded by a
warning against sending children to
the idol of Molech (where they were
burnt alive), and is directly followed
by the prohibition of bestiality. In
this context, it is clear that the
Torah precedes these three prohibitions by warning the Jewish people
not to follow the practices of the
Egyptians and Canaanites.
The Torah itself recognised that
homosexuality was common among
the Egyptians and Caananites and
was part of the “human condition”.

having made the effort to attend,
was challenged by one of the attendants at the door, who asked if she
was a member of the synagogue.
When she said she was not, she
was brusquely turned away.
Fortunately, a member of the
Jewish community insisted that
she be allowed entry and saved the
situation.
We wish to pose some questions
to the organisers of the rally:
■ Is it customary to turn away supporters simply because they are
not members of the congregation?
■ Is the manner in which this lady
was treated acceptable behaviour
if we are attempting to elicit support from the wider community?

■ This individual has a high standing in the local community. Yet can
we afford to have anyone embarrassed in such a way that they take
away with them the impression
that our community is discriminatory?
We call on the organisers of the
rally to respond and give an assurance that such an incident will not
occur again. We have to wonder
what Rabbi Conyer would say
regarding this incident after her
efforts to generate support for this
rally.

The Torah does not prohibit impossibilities, it prohibits all sorts of
human passions and urges.
The job of a Jew is to transcend
these natural urges, weak or strong.
It is through transcending these
urges that true spirituality occurs. It
is a mistake to think that tikkun
olam (repairing the world) may be
achieved by transgressing Torah,
no matter how well intentioned.
It may be tempting to label the
Torah homophobic if this Parsha is
read in isolation. However, in the
next Torah Portion, Kedoshim, we
find the fundamental rule of Torah,
Veahavta Lereacha Kamocha —
Love your fellow as yourself. Our
Sages teach that this means always
treat others with respect, join in
others’ pain (empathy), greeting
others with friendliness and not
considering yourself better than
others, etc.
The Torah commands against
actions which are part of the human
condition, and at the same time
commands us to respect others,
irrespective of their actions, good
or bad. There is a separation
between each precious person and
what they do. However, the Torah
has prohibited homosexual relations from Mount Sinai to this day.
The Torah does not change because
of the popular opinions of the day.
Reporting of the Mardi Gras clearly implied that homosexual relations are a lifestyle option that a
Jew may take with a clear conscience. This is a grave mistake.

therefore as a relative outsider, I
find the intolerance here among
Jews (not to mention the prejudice
against Arabs) despicable. If we
humans are to survive, there must
be openness and flexibility, and an
acceptance of the countless ways of
life we humans have created.
Specifically in this case, as your
response to the criticisms so clearly
states, it is not up to anyone to
judge another’s way, to be sole
authority on Jewish law. There are
countless interpretations of the
Torah, each perhaps equally valid.
Nor is it up to anyone, religious
“authority” or not, to define what is
appropriate for Jewish families, or
to define what constitutes a family.
It shocks me that a question of
journalistic ethics was raised. It is
critical that publications such as
yours expose their readers to
what’s out there, as opposed to saying what is right or wrong by severely limiting the content.
Thank-you for your good work
and clear and informed thinking. I
very much hope that your paper
continues to publish in this manner.

Dr Jocelyn Lowinger
Bondi, NSW

Prejudice
I COMMEND your firm stance
regarding coverage of the gay float
in the Sydney Mardi Gras.
I find it deeply disturbing that still
today, there is such intolerance for
differences among people and
among ways of life. Living here in
Israel as an American non-Jew, and

Elise Zonneveld,
Milly Goldman, Ruth Moalem
Sydney, NSW

Shantih Bisland-Becktell
Beit Yanai, Israel

Many obligations
I REFER to Anna Berger’s Viewpoint,
“How a community got hijacked”,
(AJN 21/4/00), and want to support
her call for a full-stop to “this sorry
chapter”.
Having just celebrated the
Exodus from Egypt, let us add
another dayenu directed at the
numerous correspondents who
have occupied your pages concerning Jewish gays in recent weeks.
This week, we remember, as a
community, the greatest tragedy
which has ever befallen our people
— the Shoah. And, as a community,
we rejoice in celebrating Yom
Ha’atzmaut, the creation of the
State of Israel. After these two
important events, we still have
many obligations as a community —
to work for and support our seniors, our frail, our sick and our disadvantaged. Again, as a community,
let us continue our support for
those organisations involved in saving Jewish lives and the many
important projects in Israel.
Let us emphasise and concentrate on the positive things which
unite us and hence strengthen our
community.
Gerry Levy
Darling Point, NSW
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